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International Market Segmentation, and the CME 
Quanto Nikkei Future 

Abstract 

The CME Nikkei 225 "Quanto" futures contract settles against the Nikkei In
dex but taken to refer to US dollars. In contrast, the corresponding "Vanilla" 
instruments trading in Singapore and Osaka, settle in Yen. 

We show that the returns to the Quanto future are correlated with returns to 
the US market, as represented by the CME S&P500 future, even after controlling 
for the returns to the Vanilla contract, translated into dollars, and the dollar/Yen 
returns. This correlation is partially reversed the next day. This result goes against 
the usual analysis of Quanto instruments, which asserts that they can be hedged 
via the corresponding vanilla instrument, and a currency position. In fact, we 
show that our Quanto and Vanilla investment strategies should not differ in their 
currency exposure, and this is reflected in the significance of the dollar/Yen return 
not being high or consistent from year to year in our regressions. 

Our results point to the international market being segmented; users of the 
CME Quanto Nikkei future are influenced too much by the US Market factor. 

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) Nikkei 225 futures contract is a "Quanto" 
instrument, in that its settlement refers to the level of the Nikkei index, but denominated 
in US dollars, whereas the Nikkei index is naturally denominated in Japanese Yen. This 
contrasts with the Nikkei 225 contracts trading on the Singapore International Monetary 
Exchange (SIMEX), and on the Osaka Securities Exchange, which are "Vanilla flavored" 
(i.e not unusual), in that they are settled in Yen. The quanto feature is designed for the 
convenience of US investors wanting to take exposure to the Japanese market: if they do 
this via the Quanto contract, then they do not have to deal with Yen; but if they use the 
SIMEX or OSAKA contract, then they have to repatriate the daily margin cash flows 
from Yen into Dollars. Another advantage which is often cited for Quanto instruments, 
is that while they provide exposure to the underlying foreign investment (in our case, the 
Nikkei Index), they do not entail exposure to the foreign currency itself; however, we will 
see below that this does not apply in our case, because the Quanto and Vanilla strategies 
that we will compare, do not entail systematically different exposures to the Yen. 

Our main result in this paper is to show that the returns to the CME Quanto future 
are positively correlated with returns to the US market, as represented by the S&P500 
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future (which also trades on the CME), even after controlling for the returns to the 
SIMEX or OSAKA Vanilla contract, and the returns to the dollar/Yen. In our results 
using daily returns, this correlation is partially reversed the next day. This result goes 
against the usual analysis of Quanto instruments, which asserts that they can be hedged 
via the corresponding Vanilla instrument, and a currency position. 

In more detail, we compare the daily, resp. weekly, futures returns to an investor 
who takes a position in the CME contract, to the corresponding returns if he takes a 
position in the SIMEX or OSAKA contract, and repatriates his Yen daily cash flows into 
dollars every day. For both strategies, the principal is taken to be the same in dollars, 
on each day1. We regress the CME return against the corresponding SIMEX return, the 
return to the S&P500 future, and the return to the dollar/Yen. We use daily settlement 
prices for all our futures prices, and our dollar/Yen price refers to the close of business 
in OSAKA. We include the 1 period ahead returns for the dollar/Yen, and the Vanilla 
contract, to accommodate the fact that SIMEX and OSAKA are about half a day ahead 
of the CME. We also include some lags for each of these independent variables, in the 
regression. The striking result of this regression is that the S&P500 return is highly 
significant with positive coefficient. Working with daily returns, this coefficient is about 
35%, and at 1 lag it is about -28%, and similar results emerge when we look at individual 
years (see Tables III, V and VI). 

We show in the Appendix, that in the framework of the usual analysis for futures, 
which assumes that the market is "perfect and efficient", and that the prices follow 
Geometric Brownian Motion, etc., then our Quanto and Vanilla strategies should be 
essentially equivalent, with no difference in their exposure to the Yen. This conclusion 
is perhaps surprising, but it is reflected in the significance of the dollar/Yen return not 
being high or consistent from year to year in our regressions. 

Our results indicate that the decision to take exposure to the Nikkei via the Quanto 
future, is more linked to the decision to take exposure to the S&P500, than the decision 
to take exposure to the Nikkei via the Vanilla contract. In fact, the CME Quanto 
Nikkei contract price seems to be inefficient, since its co-movement with the S&P500 
futures contract is largely reversed the next day; its return each day can be partially 
predicted, on the basis of yesterday's S&P500 futures return. Assuming that the clientele 
for the Quanto contract comprise US investors, this then indicates that the international 
capital market is segmented: the clientele for this contract would seemingly benefit from 
diversifying into the other contract. 

1As explained more fully below, by 'futures return', we mean the cash flow from margin payments to 
the future, as a proportion of the principal taken. 
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Many examples of market segmentation has been documented, particularly in the 
international context. An example is the "home bias", whereby investors weight their 
portfolios towards their home country's market, even though they would seemingly benefit 
from taking a more internationally diversified portfolio. Kang and Stulz (1997) suggest 
that the home bias is simply caused by the fact that investors are reluctant to invest in 
companies with which they are not familiar, and foreign companies will be less familiar to 
them. They base this suggestion on their documenting that foreign investment in Japan 
tends to be confined to larger companies, which will tend to be better known abroad. 
Shiller, et al (1996) presents survey results, which show that investors in the US and 
Japan often have dramatically different views on the future prospects of the markets. 

Closed end funds provide an example of segmentation, which is more parallel to the 
example of this present paper. These are funds which can be directly traded as shares, 
but which comprise portfolios of other traded stocks. It has long been noted that the 
share prices (SPs) of these funds tend to trade at a discount to their net asset values 
(NAVs). Lee, Shleifer and Thaler (1991) study this puzzle, and posit that the discount 
is driven by the "sentiment" of the clientele for these funds, which comprises individual, 
rather than institutional, investors. These investors also form the clientele for small 
capitalization stocks, and so their hypothesis also explains why the closed end discount 
tends to narrow, when small firm stocks do well. 

Bodurtha, Kim and Lee (1995) extend this work to dealing with US closed end country 
funds, which are traded in the US, but which are portfolios of stocks from another country. 
Their testing design and conclusions are similar to ours: their fund SP corresponds to our 
Quanto futures price, and the NAV of the fund, which is the value of the portfolio trading 
in the foreign country, but translated into US dollars, corresponds to our Vanilla futures 
price. They show that the SP returns are correlated with returns to the US market, 
which they represent by a portfolio of US stocks, even after controlling for the returns 
of the NAV. They remark (page 913) that "... our findings seem difficult to reconcile 
with traditional asset pricing models", and suggest that "US investor sentiment" might 
explain their results. 

We would support the notion of "US sentiment" as explaining the results of this 
present paper: US investors take a bullish or bearish position in the S&P500 future or 
the CME Nikkei future, based at least partially on their "sentiment". This sentiment 
does not distinguish between these markets, and is not necessarily shared by the users 
of the SIMEX or OSAKA Nikkei contract. It seems plausible that users of the CME 
Quanto Nikkei future do not have as much relevant knowledge, as the users of the Vanilla 
contracts, but their behavior seems inefficient, because the Quanto prices are predictable. 
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on a daily basis. It is worth noting that when the CME contract is trading, Japan is 
sleeping, and so there might be more relevant information on Japan being generated in 
the US. However, the CME contract seems to be over reacting to this information, and 
it largely corrects itself, the next day. 

Our results, and the "sentiment" that we isolate, might be distinguished from those 
of Bodurtha, Kim and Lee (1995), however. First, our instruments are more liquid than 
theirs, and this allows us to work with daily returns. This greatly enhances the statistical 
strength of our results. Also, our "sentiment" is that the users of futures contracts, 
whereas theirs is the "sentiment" of individual investors. Also, our sentiment changes 
form day to day, whereas theirs is persistent on a monthly or yearly time scale. Finally, 
their premium might be driven partially by barriers to investment in foreign countries, 
whereas one would expect the users of the CME Quanto Nikkei futures contract to find 
it almost as easy to take positions in the contract on SIMEX or OSAKA. 

A plan of this paper is as follows: In Section I we discuss in detail the strategies that a 
US investor would follow for investing in Quanto Nikkei futures, versus the Vanilla Nikkei 
future, and we discuss our test design. In Section II we present our data and our empirical 
results, and in Section III we briefly summarize our conclusions. The demonstration that 
the Quanto and Nikkei futures strategies should not differ in their currency exposure, is 
presented in the Appendix. 

I. Taking Exposure to the Nikkei Index: via the Quanto, 
or via the Vanilla Futures Contract 

A. The Quanto Strategy versus the Vanilla Strategy: 

A US investor wanting to take exposure to the Nikkei Index, might either take a position 
in the "Quanto" futures contract, which trades on the CME, or in the "Vanilla"contract, 
either on SIMEX or on OSAKA. If he/she does the latter, then his/her daily margin 
payments will be in Yen, and to minimize the associated currency exposure, he/she 
should repatriate these cash flows immediately into dollars2. If he/she does he former, 
then he/she does not have to deal with Yen at all, since his/her daily payments will 
already be in dollars. 

We show in the Appendix that these two strategies should theoretically be equivalent, 

2We will ignore the fact that the investor has to maintain a Yen margin account on SIMEX or 
OSAKA. 
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provided that they are managed so that the principal amount taken in each strategy (in 
whatever currency) is adjusted to be the same each day. (Thus, if the Yen falls, then a 
larger principal, in terms of Yen, must be taken in the Vanilla contract.) In the Appendix, 
we will be working in the usual framework of the Ito Calculus, which assumes market is 
"perfect and efficient", and that the futures prices follow Geometric Brownian Motions, 
etc.. In this framework it is also assumed that 1 day can be regarded as an infinitesimally 
short time step; and so in particular, discrepancies arising from the time differences 
between the exchanges, are negligible, when the investment is over a substantial period. 
Our conclusion is perhaps surprising, since the benefit of "Quantization" is usually taken 
to be the fact that it provides exposure to the underlying foreign price, but not to the 
foreign currency. See Hull (1997), or Reiner (1992). Therefore one might expect these two 
strategies to have different exposures to the Yen. Though these references are discussing 
Quanto forward contracts, rather than futures, a futures contract can be understood 
as a sequence of forward contracts maturing every day (see Duffie (1996). However, as 
we explain in the Appendix, the Quanto forward can be understood in this context as 
borrowing dollars to buy the Nikkei Index, but the Vanilla future is really borrowing Yen 
to buy the index. This difference, i.e. borrowing dollars versus borrowing Yen, accounts 
for the exposure to the Yen being the same, in our Quanto and Vanilla futures strategies. 

In fact our Vanilla strategy is exposed to the price of the Yen 1 day ahead, but this 
exposure is not on the principal amount taken of the Vanilla contract, but only on the 
daily margin payment. This exposure cannot be hedged (except conceivably by an intra-
day strategy), but it entails negligibly small risk, according to the formulation of the 
Appendix3. 

To gain some intuitive insight into why these Quanto and Vanilla strategies should be 
equivalent, note that the dynamics of the Quanto and Vanilla futures prices should not 
differ much from each other (apart from the fact that they refer to different currencies), 
because they are each given by the level of the spot Nikkei, multiplied by a smooth 
'tailing' factor4, which corresponds to discounting until the maturity of the contract. 
Thus, the daily margin payments should also not differ much, if the principal taken 
is the same, and translating the Yen margin payments, from the Vanilla strategy, into 

3Denoting the level of the Nikkei Index by St, and the price of the Yen in Dollars by Xt, and taking 
the daily time step to be infinitesimally small, then this exposure corresponds the the product of the Ito 
differentials, i.e. . By the magic of the Ito calculus, this is equal to where and 
ax are the volatilities of the Nikkei Index and the Yen returns, and p is the correlation between these 
returns. This exposure is thus non-random, and in fact it cancels against the "correlation" term in the 
Quanto futures price. 

4The theoretical pricing formulas are given in the Appendix. 
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dollars, entails a very small currency exposure, as explained above. 
We will see in our empirical results, that these strategies do not differ in a way which 

is highly significant, or consistent from year to year, in their exposure to the Yen. 

B. Futures Price and Futures Returns: 

We will work with 4 futures contracts, namely the Nikkei 225 contracts trading on the 
CME, SIMEX and OSAKA, and the S&P500 contract, which trades on the CME. More 
details of these contracts will be given below, but here we note that all of these contracts 
trade on a quarterly cycle, and throughout the period of our data, there have been at least 
2 contracts trading. Thus, we can eliminate roll-over effects in our data, by interpolating 
between prices, so that the effective term to maturity is always 3 months. In more detail, 
if at time t, the nearest maturities are T1 and T2, and prices say and , then 
we must have , and we can take our futures price to be 

where . We take the corresponding futures 

return5 over the time period to be and 
we denote this return by Thus, the return is also interpolated to have term to 
maturity 3 months, but it is a combination of the returns on two contracts which are 
actually trading in the market. 

The return as defined here is actually the cash flow that one would obtain, as a 
proportion of the principal of the position taken in the futures contract. As explained 
above, the US investor can gain exposure to the Nikkei, either by taking a position in the 
CME Nikkei contract, or by taking a position in the SIMEX or OSAKA futures contract, 
with the same principal amount in dollars, and repatriating his daily yen margin cash 
flows, into dollars. Assume that the principal invested each day is 1 dollar. Then, if the 
time t price of the Yen in dollars is Xt, then the cash flow in Yen from the SIMEX strategy 
will be . Repatriating this into dollars at t i m e , yields 

dollars. Thus, to compare the CME Nikkei strategy to the SIMEX or OSAKA strategy, 
we should simply accumulate the daily CME returns as defined above, over the time 
step we are considering, and accumulate to the daily SIMEX or OSAKA returns, but 
multiplied by the factor of the ratios of the daily spot prices of the dollar. We will refer 
to these as the accumulated dollar returns, corresponding to each (Quanto or Vanilla) 
contract, over the time step6. 

5The term "return" here is a misnomer, though it is standard when discussing futures, because we 
do not 'invest' the principal amount when we take the futures position. If we invested the principal in 
the underlying, then the return would be this futures return, plus the riskless return. 

6In fact over a reasonably short time step, the accumulated dollar return to the Quanto Nikkei future, 
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C. Our Test design: 

Our main test is basically just a regression of the accumulated dollar returns of the CME 
(Quanto) Nikkei future, against accumulated dollar returns of the SIMEX or OSAKA 
(Vanilla) future, and of the CME S&P500 future, and the dollar returns to investing in 
the Yen. We will do this separately with a daily and a weekly time step. Also, we will 
include the 1 period ahead Vanilla return and dollar/Yen return, to account for the fact 
that the SIMEX or OSAKA prices, and the currency prices, are about half a day ahead 
of the CME prices. If the US and Japanese markets are integrated, then the Quanto 
and Vanilla futures' accumulated dollar returns should reflect only the innovations to 
the rational expectations of the Nikkei Index stocks, occurring over the respective time 
steps. Thus, the same-period and next-period Vanilla accumulated dollar return should 
completely account for the Quanto accumulated dollar return, and the S&P500 futures 
return should be insignificant in the regression. 

We show in the Appendix, that if the market is "perfect and efficient", and in par
ticular integrated, then the Quanto and Vanilla accumulated dollar returns should not 
entail different exposures to the Yen. If this is empirically the case, then the Dollar/Yen 
return should also be insignificant in the regression. 

We also include a number of lags of these regressors, which should also be insignificant, 
if the market is integrated. 

II. Empirical Results: 

A. Our Data: 

We have down-loaded our data from Datastream International Ltd. Our futures data 
comprises daily settlement prices of the CME futures contracts relating to the S&P500 
and Nikkei 225 Indices, and the SIMEX and OSAKA futures contracts on the Nikkei 
Index. All these contracts mature on the quarterly cycle March, June, September, De
cember, and the 3 Nikkei contracts mature nearly at the same time. In more detail, the 
OSAKA and SIMEX contracts have as their last trading day the business day immedi
ately before the second Friday of the contract month, and this is also usually the case 
for the CME contract. 

or the S&P500 future, is almost indistinguishable from the simple return, as defined above. If one allowed 
the Yen cash flaws for the Vanilla Nikkei futures contract to accumulate over the time step, and then 
repatriated them at the end, then this would entail more currency exposure. Actually, our empirical 
results for weekly time steps are essentially unchanged if we do this. (These results are not presented.) 
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It is important note that Singapore is 14 hours ahead of the Chicago, and Osaka is 15 
hours ahead. The trading hours7 for the SIMEX contract are 7:55 a.m. to 2:15 p.m., and 
for the OSAKA contract they are 9:00 a.m. to 3:10 p.m.; and so, since OSAKA is 1 hour 
ahead of Singapore, the SIMEX contract opens 5 minutes before, and closes 5 minutes 
after, the OSAKA contract. The trading hours for the CME Nikkei contract are 8:00 am 
to 3:15 pm, and for the S&P500 contract are 8:15 am to 3:15 p.m. Thus, both of the 
CME contracts close at the same time, but there is no overlap between in trading hours, 
between the CME and SIMEX or OSAKA. Note that our statistical tests do not require 
our prices to be 'fresh', i.e. to refer to a trade at the closing time of the exchange, since 
the inclusion of the 1 period ahead returns in the regressions allows for non-synchronous 
trading. We only require that there was trading on every day for which we use a closing 
price. 

All these Nikkei contracts are cash settled. For the CME contract, the final settlement 
is based on an opening quotation of the Nikkei Index, on the day after the last trading 
day, and for the SIMEX contract, final settlement is based on opening quotations for the 
individual stocks in the Nikkei Index. The OSAKA contract is cash settled on the 4th 
business day after the last trading day. 

The S&P500 contract is cash settled, usually on the 3rd Friday of the settlement 
month. 

Datastream gives a price for each contract, on each weekday when the contract is in 
issue, but if the weekday is a day when the exchange was closed, then this price will be 
the closing price on the previous working day. Since our tests might be influenced by 
this stale-price problem, for each exchange, we count a day as a holiday, if all the prices 
are he same as on the previous day. Our main regressions compare the CME prices with 
the SIMEX (resp. OSAKA) prices. If any day is a holiday on either exchange, then we 
omit this day from all our return calculations, and calculate the return to the next day 
on which both exchanges are open. 

Our exchange rate data is daily prices of the dollar in terms of yen, at the close of 
business in Japan, on each day. 

Our data period runs from 10/10/90, which is the first date for which the CME Nikkei 
contract is quoted on Datastream8, until 31/12/99. 

7All these trading times ignore lunch breaks. 
8The inception month for this contract was September 1990. 
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B. Summary Statistics for our Data: 

Figure 1 graphs our 5 price series. In Panel A, the SIMEX, OSAKA and CME Nikkei 
futures prices are superposed on each other, and we see that they are virtually indis
tinguishable, on this graph. Panel B graphs the S&P500 Index future price. All these 
futures prices are interpolated as described above, so that the term to maturity is always 
effectively 3 months. Panel C graphs the price of the dollar, in terms of Yen, i.e. , in 
the notation of this paper. 

Figure 2, Panel A gives the proportional difference between the CME and SIMEX 
Nikkei futures prices (i.e. the log of the ratio of these prices) on each day of our data 
set, and Panel B gives the proportional difference between the SIMEX and the OSAKA 
contracts. The CME and SIMEX prices are on average within about 1% of each other. 
One expects these prices to be close, since these contracts are closely related to each other; 
but on the other hand some difference will be expected from the time difference between 
these exchanges. The SIMEX and OSAKA prices are generally closer than this, being 
on average within about 0.2% of each other. This is also to be expected, because these 
contracts close at almost the same time, and discrepancies between them are actively 
arbitraged by the market9. 

Panel C of Figure 2 gives the daily return factor, i.e. , for investing in the Yen, 

in terms of dollars. 
Table I presents the volatilities and correlations for each of our financial return vari

ables. In this table, the returns are just as described in Subsection IB above, i.e. they are 
not 'accumulated dollar returns', and the Yen returns are not translated into dollars. We 
present weekly and monthly (4-weekly) returns only, so as to mitigate the effects of time 
differences between the various exchanges. Also, we use closing prices on Wednesdays, so 
as to avoid week-end effects. The first point of interest in this table is that the returns to 
the three Nikkei futures contracts are highly correlated, at about 95%, or higher. Also, 
the Nikkei contracts are somewhat correlated with the S&P500 futures, at about 25% 
to 35%. This is consistent with the notion that the world's stock markets tend to move 
together. Finally, the returns to the Nikkei and S&P500 futures seem to be only weakly 
correlated with the dollar/Yen returns. This is consistent with the findings of Adler and 
Dumas (1983): the repatriation of foreign returns does not provide a natural hedge for 
foreign investment. 

9This arbitrage was the task assigned to Nick Leeson of Barings Bank, the trader who notoriously 
broke his bank. There seems to be no evidence in Figure 2, Panel B, that the SIMEX and OSAKA 
prices separated in any way in early 1995, when Leeson was neglecting his task, and instead speculating, 
using the SIMEX contract alone. 
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Table II gives the results of regressing the OSAKA returns on the SIMEX returns, 
with a number of lags. The daily R2 values are surprisingly low, in view of the fact that 
these contracts are almost equivalent. Also, it is interesting that, in the first column, the 
daily OSAKA return is correlated with the previous day's SIMEX return, indicating that 
the OSAKA prices lag the SIMEX prices, though this effect diminishes in later years. 

Table III gives the daily autocorrelation measures for our return variables, obtained 
from regressing each return on a number of its lags. We have used the Newey-West 
(1987) procedure, which allows for heteroskedasticity in the data and 20 significant lags, 
to calculate the t-statistics. In this table, the autocorrelations for the S&P500 contract 
are broadly consistent in sign and magnitude, to the results of Vijh (1994) (see his Table 
2), and he argues that such negative autocorrelation is the result of 'price pressure' in 
the market. However, the striking result in our Table II is that the SIMEX and CME 
contracts on the Nikkei have a very high significant negative autocorrelation at 1 daily 
lag, though the OSAKA contract does not. For the CME Nikkei contract, this negative 
autocorrelation is consistent with what we will see in our main result: on each day, the 
CME Nikkei return is correlated with the CME S&P500 futures return, but this "error" 
is partially corrected the next day. Regarding the SIMEX Nikkei futures contract, we 
speculate that this is similarly correlated with some measure of the "world index". We 
note that these features of the SIMEX and OSAKA contracts are consistent with the 
correlation structure of Table II. 

C. Our Main regression: 

Table IV contains the result, for daily returns, of the regression described in Subsection 
IC above. Panel A of this this table gives the results of regressing the CME Nikkei 
futures (dollar) returns on the SIMEX Nikkei futures dollar returns and the S&P500 
futures returns, together with some of their (positive and negative) lags, and also the 
corresponding FX return. In Panel B, we replace the SIMEX dollar returns by the 
OSAKA dollar returns, to represent the Vanilla Nikkei contract. The striking feature of 
Table III is the highly significant positive coefficient on the contemporaneous S&P500 
return, and the negative coefficient on the lagged S&P500 return. We conclude from 
this table that the returns to the CME Quanto Nikkei contract are linked to the returns 
to the S&P500 contract, even after controlling for the returns to the Vanilla contract, 
but this effect is partially corrected the next day. The very high significance of the 
contemporaneous Vanilla (SIMEX or OSAKA) return is to be expected, since the CME 
and SIMEX (resp. OSAKA) contracts are supposed to be almost equivalent, and that of 
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the 1 day ahead SIMEX (resp. OSAKA) return can be explained by the fact that SIMEX 
and OSAKA close 15 hours ahead of the CME. 

Table V gives the same regression, but with weekly (Wednesdays) accumulated dollar 
returns. The result is consistent with Table IV, in that the weekly returns to the CME 
Quanto Nikkei contract are linked to the returns to the S&P500 contract, even after 
controlling for the returns to the Vanilla contract. However, this link is weaker, indicating 
that the distortion effect is mostly corrected within days, rather than weeks. 

To confirm the robustness of the results in Tables IV and V, in Table VI we present 
the SIMEX results of Table IV for individual years, and similarly for Table VII, referring 
to the OSAKA data, and in Table VIII we split the weekly data of Table V into halves. 
The results on the significance of the S&P500 coefficient, are consistent for each year, 
and are highly significant for each year except for the OSAKA data, in 1995. However, 
we note that in this column, the FX coefficient was very high, and this could detract 
from the significance of the other coefficients. The FX component in the regressions 
of Tables IV to VIII sometimes seems statistically significant, but in a manner which 
is not consistent from year to year. We take this as further support for our argument 
that the Quanto and Vanilla strategies do not systematically differ in their FX exposure. 
We suggest that these coefficients on the FX returns point to the contrasting and time 
varying views, which the US and other investors take on the link between the Yen and 
the Nikkei Index10. 

In our tables, we give the R2 value for each regression, and also the R2 value for 
the regression, if the regressors associated with the S&P500 futures returns are omit
ted. These statistics indicate how much of the CME Quanto Nikkei futures return is 
"explained" by the returns of the regressors, and the difference indicates how much of 
the returns must be assigned to the S&P500 futures returns. In Table IV, which refers 
to the whole data set, and to daily returns, the R2 figures including the S&P500 returns 
are 77.5% using the SIMEX data, or 71.2% using the OSAKA data, and omitting the 
S&P500 regressors, these numbers fall to 70.9% or 64.8% - a difference of 6.6% or 6.4%. 
One would theoretically expect the regression to have an R2 of 100%, if one regressed the 
CME Quanto Nikkei futures returns against the SIMEX or OSAKA returns and their 1 
period ahead returns, but there is a short-fall of 100% - 70.9% = 29.1%, or 100% - 64.8% 
= 35.2%. However, about of this short-fall can be can be accounted 

for by the S&P500 futures return. For the weekly returns, the R2 values are 0.923 for the 
SIMEX data,, or 0.901 for the OSAKA data, when the S&P500 regressors are included, 
and these fall by only about 1% when these regressors are omitted. Thus, on a weekly 

10Panel C of Figure 2 does not reveal any outliers in the dollar/Yen returns, in 1995. 
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basis, the S&P500 futures returns explain only about 10% of the short-fall of the R2 from 
100%. In connection with understanding the amount of short-fall in the Ft2 from 100%, 
which is accounted for by the S&P500 futures returns, it is worth recalling the result of 
Table II: even for contracts which are essentially equivalent, there is a short-fall of 11.6%, 
when one is used to "explain" the other. 

These regressions all remain essentially unchanged11, if we neglect to convert the Yen 
cash flows into dollars, which indicates that the procedure for repatriating the Yen cash 
flows, for example every day, or every week, is not crucial to the comparison of the Quanto 
and Vanilla strategies. 

III. Summary and Conclusions 

The CME Nikkei 225 futures contract is a "Quanto" instrument, in that its settlement 
refers to the level of the Nikkei index, but denominated in US dollars, whereas the 
Nikkei index is naturally denominated in Japanese Yen. This contrasts with the Nikkei 
225 contracts trading on SIMEX (Singapore), and Osaka (Japan), which are "Vanilla 
flavored", in that they settle in Yen. 

Our main result in this paper has been to show that the returns to the CME Quanto 
future are correlated with returns to the US market, as represented by the CME S&P500 
future, even after controlling for the returns to the Vanilla contract, translated into 
dollars, and the dollar/Yen returns. We have done this by regressing the CME Quanto 
returns against the other returns, also including some positive and negative lags of these 
regressors. Our result is robust to taking a daily or weekly time step, and to taking 
subintervals of our data. For the daily time step, the correlation of the Quanto Nikkei 
return is partially reversed the next day. 

This result goes against the usual analysis of Quanto instruments, which asserts that 
they can be hedged via the corresponding vanilla instrument, and a currency position. 
In fact, in the framework of the usual analysis, we show that our Quanto and Vanilla 
investment strategies should not differ in their currency exposure, and this is reflected in 
the significance of the dollar/Yen return not being high or consistent from year to year 
in our regressions. 

Our results seem to point to the international market being segmented: the decision 
to take exposure to the Nikkei via the Quanto future, is more linked to the decision 
to take exposure to the S&P500, than the decision to take exposure to the Nikkei via 

11 These results are not included. 
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the Vanilla contract. Assuming that the clientele for the Quanto contract comprise US 
investors, then these investors are working from a different information set, from the 
investors in the Vanilla contract, to inform their investment in the Nikkei Index. 

Our testing design and conclusions are similar to those of Bodurtha, Kim and Lee 
(1995), who study the returns of closed-end country funds. They remark (page 913) 
that "... our findings seem difficult to reconcile with traditional asset pricing models", 
and suggest that "US investor sentiment" might explain their results. We support this 
suggestion: US investors take a bullish or bearish position in the S&P500 future or the 
CME Nikkei future, based at least partially on their "sentiment". This sentiment does 
not distinguish between these markets, and is not necessarily shared by the users of the 
SIMEX or OSAKA Nikkei contract. 

Appendix: Quanto vs Spot Futures Prices and Re
turns, in the Framework of the Ito Calculus 

Working in the usual framework of the Ito Calculus (as in Hull (1997) or Reiner (1992), 
and assuming that the market is efficient, with no frictions, etc., our aim in this Appendix 
is to show that the "Quanto" and "Vanilla" strategies, referred to above, are equivalent. 
Recall that the "Quanto" strategy is simply to maintain a principal of say 1 dollar in 
the CME (Quanto) Nikkei futures contract, and the "Vanilla" strategy is to maintain 
an equivalent principal, in Yen, in the SIMEX or OSAKA (Vanilla) contract, and to 
repatriate the daily Yen margin payments immediately into dollars. We will denote the 
US and Japanese riskless interest rates by r$ and rY, respectively, and the dividend yield 
on the Nikkei Index by q. Also, we will denote the time t level of the (spot) Nikkei Index 
by St, and its volatility by as; we will denote the price if the Yen in dollars by Xt and 
its volatility by ax; and we will denote the correlation between the Yen and the Nikkei 
by p. We will take all these parameters to be constant, though our analysis can easily 
be extended to the case where they can vary, but are known up until the maturity of the 
futures contracts that we are discussing. 

It is appropriate to emphasize here that the pricing formulas of this appendix are 
refuted by the empirical results, which begs the question of how these assumptions should 
be altered to build an improved model. We do not address this issue directly, but note 
that the hypothesis of international market segmentation goes against the assumption of 
market efficiency. 

Hull's discussion of Quantos applies directly to forward contracts. The Quanto for-
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ward with maturity T is the agreement to deliver ST dollars at time T. Hull shows 
that12 this forward price is given at time t by dollars, where 

It follows from this that a "Quanto Nikkei Account", whose 
value is St dollars at any time t, would have to pay a dividend at rate q* dollars, to be 
fairly priced. This fact is the key to understanding the Quanto forward contract purely 
in terms of dollars, and it allows us to write 

with respect to dollar-RNPs ('Risk Neutral Probabilities'). (With respect to Yen-RNPs, 
we would replace '(r$ - q*)' by '(rY -q)' in Equation (A.l) here.) The price of the Yen 
in dollars obeys the equation 

with respect to dollar-RNPs. 
To see that the Quanto forward and futures prices are equal, use the Ito formula to 

obtain 

with respect to dollar-RNPs. This is a Martingale. But being a Martingale with respect 

to Dollar-RNP's characterises the futures price (see Duffie (1996), and so the forward 

and futures prices are the same. 

The corresponding Vanilla forward price is well known to be equal to the futures 
price, and given by Yen. 

Now, taking a position in the Quanto futures over a daily time step, denoted by 

, yields a futures return of 

dollars at time t + e. Taking a position in the Vanilla contract over the same time step, 
and repatriating the Yen cash flow into dollars at the end of the time step, yields a return 
of 

12Hull's presentation is different from ours, in that he works with the price of the dollar in Yen, and 
so his p corresponds to minus our p. 



dollars at time 
Now, replacing the Ito differential by the time step of length e, in Equations (A.l) 

and (A.2). we have 

(Notation: this has distribution Substituting these into 
Equation (A.5), and using for 77 near 0, we see that the return to the 
Vanilla strategy is 

using the 'Ito multiplication rule' Substituting for q* in this 
last expression, we see that the return from the Vanilla strategy is just as5€Wt

s + o(e). 

Substituting Equation (A.6) into Equation (A.4), a similar calculation shows that the 
return to he Quanto strategy is also 

Implementing the Quanto of Vanilla strategy over a given finite time interval, we see 
from these calculations that the dollar cash flows only differ by (large) order e. But we 
have taken e to be 1 day, which is usually taken to be an adequate approximation to 
an infinitesimal time step, in the current formulation. We conclude that in the Quanto 
and Vanilla strategies give the same dollar cash flows, under the usual formulation and 
assumptions for applying the Ito Calculus to financial dynamics. 

The conclusion, that the Quanto and Vanilla strategies do not entail different expo
sures to the Yen, is perhaps surprising, since the lack of currency exposure is usually 
taken to be the motivation for Quanto contracts. In fact the currency exposure is differ
ent if we are dealing with forwards rather than futures: an investor taking a long Quanto 
forward position in the Nikkei Index, could hedge via a long (Vanilla forward) position 
in the Nikkei Index, and a short (forward) position in the Yen. Thus, if the Nikkei did 
not move, and the Yen fell, then the Quanto position would be unchanged, and the short 
Yen position would hedge the fall in the Vanilla position. Also, a futures contract can 
generally be understood as a sequence of forward contracts maturing at daily intervals, 
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and a forward contract can be synthesised as borrowing the principal to buy the under
lying, and then liquidating when it matures. Thus, our assertion that the Quanto and 
Vanilla strategies are equivalent seems to be a paradox. To resolve this paradox, note 
that the US investor taking a position in the Vanilla Nikkei forward, is equivalent to bor
rowing dollars to buy the Index; but taking a position in the Vanilla future corresponds 
to borrowing Yen to buy the Index; and this accounts for the difference in the currency 
exposure. 
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FIGURE 1 - Our Price Series: 
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FIGURE 2 - Price Differences and FX Factors: 
Panel A: Propotional difference between the CME and the SIMEX Nikkei Futures 
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TABLE I 
Volatilities and Correlations for our Returns Series 



TABLE II 

Regressing the OSAKA Nikkei futures returns on the SIMEX 
Nikkei futures returns, and Lags from -1 to +4 

(t-statistics in brackets) 



TABLE III 
Autocorrelations for our Returns Series 



TABLE IV 

Regressing the CME Nikkei futures returns 
on the S&P500 futures returns, and other returns 

Daily returns, from 10/10/90 to 01/01/00 
(t-statistics in brackets) 



TABLE V 

Regressing the CME Nikkei futures returns 
on the S&P500 futures returns, and other returns 

Weekly (Wednesday) returns, from 10/10/90 to 01/01/00 
(t-statistics in brackets) 



TABLE VI 
Regressing the CME Nikkei futures returns on the SIMEX 

Nikkei futures returns, the S&P500 futures returns, etc. 
Daily returns, over individual years 

(t-statistics in brackets - calculated using the Newey-West procedure, allowing for 20 lags.) ) 



TABLE VII 
Regressing the CME Nikkei futures returns on the OSAKA 

Nikkei futures returns, the S&.P500 futures returns, etc. 
Daily returns, over individual years 

(t-statistics in brackets - calculated using the Newey-West procedure, allowing for 20 lags.) 



TABLE VIII 

Regressing the CME Nikkei futures returns on the SIMEX or OSAKA 
Nikkei Futures Returns, the S&.P500 futures returns, etc. 

Weekly (Wednesday) returns, data split into 2 periods; from 
10/10/90 to 01/01/95, and from 01/04/95 to 01/01/00 


